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About Electrifying Canada
Electrifying Canada is a business-led task force aiming to accelerate electrification across Canada to reach
net-zero by 2050. As business leaders, we are eager to collaborate with government, Indigenous, and
civil society leaders to translate electrification ambition into action. The Electrifying Canada task force is
affiliated with the Energy Transitions Commission and funded by its founding members. Learn more at
electrifyingcanada.ca.
Members:

Advisors:

About the Research
Research for the Electrifying Canada task force is provided by Dunsky Energy + Climate Advisors.
Dunsky’s team of nearly 50 specialists across the buildings, transportation, industry, and energy supply
sectors is proud to serve as the task force’s research arm.
This report is a collective view of the Electrifying Canada task force and may not represent the individual
viewpoints of members and/or their respective organizations.
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1. Turning Net-Zero Ambition Into Action on
Fleet Electrification
Transportation is a major driver of Canadian greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions that must be
addressed to meet our net-zero by 2050 climate targets. Ranked by economic sector, emissions
from transportation are second only to the oil and gas sector (Environment and Climate Change
Canada, 2022b). Switching from internal combustion engines (ICE) to electric-powered
motors—whether that electricity comes from on-board batteries, overhead catenaries, or hydrogen
fuel cells—can dramatically reduce transportation emissions while leveraging Canada’s clean
electricity advantage.
The Electrifying Canada task force is targeting market segments where transformation is
slower because the policy and technical directions are less clear and where businesses have
significant GHG emission reduction opportunities. For the transportation sector, these criteria
lead us to focus on on-road medium- and heavy-duty vehicle (MHDV) fleets (off-road MHDV
electrification is covered in our Industrial Electrification brief).

1.1 State of Play
Electrifying transportation has shown early promise in Canada. Light-duty vehicle adoption has
been supported by federal, provincial, and Indigenous community efforts to reduce or remove
barriers to electric vehicle (EV) ownership while also ensuring market availability through zeroemission vehicle (ZEV) sales requirements. Light-duty EV sales reached 5% of new vehicle sales
across Canada in 2021 (including a high of 13% of sales in B.C.) (IHS Markit, 2022), and the
federal government has committed to a mandate that 100% of light-duty vehicle sales will be
zero emission by 2035. To reduce emissions from MHDVs, the recent Emission Reductions
Plan outlined the federal government’s intention to require 35% zero emissions in total MHDV
sales by 2030 and 100% zero emissions for a subset of vehicle types by 2040 (Environment and
Climate Change Canada, 2022a). These goals align with the federal government’s commitment
under the Global Memorandum of Understanding on Zero-Emission Medium-and Heavy-Duty
Vehicles, which aims for 100% ZEV sales by 2040 and has been signed by 14 other countries
(CALSTART, 2022).
Corporate uptake of light-duty EVs is supported by a strong business case for electrification in
many vehicle segments. These electric light-duty fleets commonly have lower lifetime costs than
ICE fleets thanks to much greater efficiency—which lowers fuel costs—and lower maintenance
requirements. Given this promising business case, transportation electrification is ramping up in
light-duty fleets across the country.
But the electrification of MHDV classes is running a few years behind the light-duty market.
Despite its potential, MHDV electrification is not yet happening at the pace and scale needed
to achieve significant emission reductions. Our meta-analysis of pathways to net-zero highlights
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a critical transformation in the fuel used to power MHDV transport. In each study reviewed,
electricity moves from being a minor player in on-road transportation to powering the majority, if
not all, of the MHDV vehicles on the road in Canada by 2050, as shown in Figure 1.
Figure 1. Across numerous studies, a significant increase in the portion of MHDVs
powered by electricity is required to reach net-zero
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Source: Produced by Dunsky Energy + Climate Advisors for Electrifying Canada, 2022.
Data source for historical trend: Natural Resources Canada, 2022.
Data sources for net-zero pathways: Electric Power Research Institute, 2021; Langlois-Bertrand et al., 2021;
Larson et al., 2021. Sales targets: Federal Emission Reductions Plan (ERP): Environment and Climate Change
Canada, 2022a.

Fortunately, MHDV electrification is rapidly evolving with major original equipment
manufacturer (OEM) innovations in recent years, leading to a rush of models arriving or
announced in the market. A growing number of companies are piloting and expanding electric
options in their light-, medium- and heavy-duty fleets to meet corporate climate targets and
take advantage of a strengthening business case. Fleet electrification offers one of the most costeffective emission mitigation options available to Canadian businesses.
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Three big wins for corporate Canada
We see three big wins from the electrification of MHDVs in Canada:

1. Significant GHG emission reductions
Transportation emissions are a major direct or indirect contributor to corporate emissions.
MHDV electrification can dramatically reduce these emissions to meet corporate climate
targets and support customer preferences for lower life-cycle GHG products and services.

2. Reduced total cost of ownership for MHDV fleets
Fleet owners and operators can benefit from lower lifetime operational costs of EVs in
many MHDV classes today. The higher upfront investment is balanced by lower fuel and
maintenance costs, and the upfront costs are coming down thanks to OEM innovation and
increased competition as more new models enter the market each year.

3. Fostering Canada’s ZEV industry
There is a major economic opportunity to grow Canada’s domestic ZEV supply chain.
Canada’s competitive advantage in this sector comes from our natural and human
resources, our clean energy, and our ability to compete throughout the entire supply chain:
from mines to manufacturing plants. Increasing ZEV adoption in Canada can be a win–win
for slashing emissions and supporting Canadian manufacturing.

1.2 Key Barriers to Corporate MHDV Fleet Electrification
Our research and interviews with Canadian and Indigenous corporate leaders identified three
main barriers to corporate MHDV fleet electrification that will need to be overcome to reach
net-zero:
1. Constrained vehicle supply: OEM manufacturing capacity of vehicles is currently
limited for some classes, with demand outstripping supply and presenting fleet operators
with long waitlists. In other cases, particularly where the vehicle class is more niche, there
are no EV options available or the available options do not yet offer a sufficiently robust
business case.
2. Charging constraints: Many fleet operators have electrical capacity concerns,
specifically: Can their depot manage the electricity supply needed to power their fleets?
Upgrades may be required at the building or the substation level; currently, who is
responsible and the process for navigating and paying for these upgrades are unclear.
While many fleets will rely on depot charging, some fleets will need public charging to
support smooth operation, especially long-distance fleets. There remains uncertainty
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regarding who will deploy public MHDV charging and where and when it will
become available.
3. Operational implementation challenges: The increased capital expenditure for EVs
(compared to ICE vehicles) can be difficult to finance. Further, there is limited internal
capacity to electrify fleets, which requires navigating the planning process and securing
the skills required to manage fleet charging and EV maintenance. Given these challenges,
some fleet operators are tempted to wait for the next generation of EVs, delaying the
electrification process and the emission reduction benefits.
Despite these barriers, innovative solutions are being tested and implemented across the country
to electrify MHDV fleets.
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2. Seizing the Opportunity: Five catalysts to
accelerate electrification
Canada has a transformational opportunity to meet our net-zero target by leveraging the
competitive advantage offered by our clean electricity. However, our research finds that while
Canada has huge opportunities and significant advantages, we also face a significant risk:
complacency. Without clear direction, proactive planning, and bold decisions, we will not
be successful in overcoming the barriers to electrification identified above. Failure to do so
means losing out on our competitive advantage, vastly increasing transition costs and risks, and
foregoing significant opportunities.
Figure 2. Five catalysts to accelerate electrification
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But it is clear that whether we succeed or fail is up to us. Achieving electrification at the pace
and scale needed requires the proactive and collaborative efforts of all stakeholders—
electricity producers, end users, regulators, and policy-makers—across the electricity value chain.
Meeting Canada’s net-zero target is a significant challenge, and clean electrification is the single
most valuable tool to reduce emissions. That is why we, as leaders from the nation’s private
sector, have identified five evidence-based catalysts to initiate and enable electrification
(Figure 2). This brief translates the catalysts and their implications for MHDV fleet electrification.

2.1 Act to Electrify Fleets via Near-Term Plans and Projects
Setting long-term climate action targets is an important first step toward corporate
responsibility. However, meeting future targets requires actions in the present to
reduce fleet emissions.

Why?
Many corporations have long-term climate targets, but fleet electrification plans are lagging. By
translating climate targets into near-term plans, companies will lend urgency to the action needed
today. Fleet electrification already has a strong business case for many fleets, and with the urgency
of climate action, it can serve as a highly cost-effective emission reduction solution.

Call to Action: Businesses must develop near-term business plans, pilots, and
projects to electrify fleets.
Canadian corporations, ourselves included, must translate long-term corporate climate targets
into action: near-term plans and pilots for fleet electrification.
Preparing for fleet electrification will vary by organization. Fleet planning and procurement will
need to be revised to incorporate electric vehicles, including pilots, with consideration given
to the availability of models and current waitlists. Fleet plans will need to incorporate depot
preparation—charging infrastructure and energy management systems—along with staff training
and knowledge sharing within the sector.
Businesses do not need to act alone. There is a growing transportation electrification services
sector that provides a range of services to support fleet planning, depot electrification, vehicle
financing, and other services. These services are offered independently and as turnkey services.
Leveraging these private sector services will reduce the barriers to implementation and support
this emerging industry.

Goal:
This catalyst aims to:
• Electrify company fleets through fleet electrification plans, pilots, and projects.
• Support measurable near-term progress toward long-term corporate climate targets.
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• Build internal and sectoral capacity through project learning and knowledge sharing.
• Develop the emerging Canadian transportation electrification services sector to support
scaled up efforts.

Spotlight: Purolator Canada’s fleet electrification aims for net-zero
Purolator Canada has committed to “work towards achieving net-zero emissions by 2050”
(Purolator Inc., 2021b). This commitment leverages its work tracking GHG emissions since
2007. In 2020 its owned fleet accounted for 32% of emissions, and the company began
to work with an external firm to set “ambitious, achievable and verifiable GHG emission
reduction targets for 2030” (Purolator Inc., 2021a, p. 31). These efforts to translate its 2050
net-zero target into near-term targets have propelled Purolator to make significant efforts
to decarbonize its operations, including its fleet.
In 2021, Purolator became the first national courier to deploy fully battery-electric delivery
vehicles with the deployment of five fully electric 18-foot curbside delivery trucks in
Vancouver (Sarabia, 2021). These vehicles expand on its low-carbon fleet, which has
piloted and deployed 186 hybrid-electric vehicles, three electric low-speed vehicles, and 10
e-cargo bikes across the country (Purolator Inc., 2021a).

2.2 Align Utility Planning and Growth With Net-Zero
Pathways to Ensure Ample Electricity Supply for MHDV
Electrification
Align and optimize utility planning with net-zero pathways to ensure all customers
have enough clean power where they need it and when they need it to electrify fleets.

Why?
Proactive utility planning and outreach to fleets will be necessary to understand capacity and
demand needs. Electrification of MHDV fleets requires a transformation in the way these vehicles
are powered in Canada by mid-century. The current reactive approach to utility capacity planning
will not support transportation electrification at the scale and pace needed to meet our net-zero
target. Utilities, system planners, and system operators need to assess the impacts of additional
generation needed to support increased demand, as well as the distribution capacity of local
substations. In addition, planning that engages with fleets can allow utilities to better prepare for
the peak demand impacts of electrification. Support for networked charging, energy management
systems, and other time-switching tools can allow utilities to prepare for and mitigate peak
demand from charging.
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Further, corporate fleets require support to navigate electrification. Utilities can provide
educational (e.g., knowledge sharing or best practices) or financial (e.g., cost-sharing capacity
upgrades) support to smooth the transition and help “sell” fleet electrification.

Call to Action: Governing bodies of utilities and planning authorities must
proactively align plans and investments to achieve net-zero emissions from
MHDV transportation.
The governing bodies of utilities and planning authorities must focus planning and action on
scenarios aligned with pathways to net-zero. This shift would allow utilities to expand their focus
to include decarbonizing economy-wide energy use, including for MHDV transportation.
Utility resource planning should expand beyond the traditional capacity planning to proactively
assess and plan for the electricity supply needed for fleets ramping up over time to 100% ZEVs,
which could include 80%–90% electric vehicles, by 2040 (see Figure 1). For depot charging,
utilities can assess their grids and substation capacities to ensure that customers with MHDV
fleets are able to electrify fleets in the near term. For public charging, utilities can support
highway infrastructure that allows megawatt-scale charging for long-haul transportation.

Goal:
This catalyst aims to:
• Ensure Canadian businesses have enough clean power to electrify their fleets.
• Encourage utilities to become proactive champions of electrification and to bridge the gap
between fleet electrification needs and utility planning.
• Improve awareness of utilities regarding their central role in accelerating fleet
electrification to reach economy-wide climate targets.

Spotlight: Ontario Power Generation offers turnkey fleet electrification
Ontario Power Generation (OPG) launched a new subsidiary, PowerON Energy Solutions, in
2021 to provide turnkey electrification services to public transit and other corporate fleets
looking to electrify. This service offers fleet operators all-electrical infrastructure from the
electricity grid connection to vehicle chargers, including infrastructure delivery, operations
and maintenance, on-site generation, battery storage and backup power, smart charging,
and energy management (OPG, 2021).
PowerON also provides financial services, including financing and charging-as-a-service
(PowerON Energy Solutions, 2022). These services support OPG’s goal to be net-zero by
2040 and to act on economy-wide emissions, including transportation. It has expanded the
service pilot to a 20-year agreement with the Toronto Transit Commission to design, build,
operate, and maintain the charging and related electrical infrastructure to power the transit
service’s electric bus fleet (OPG, 2022).
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2.3 Tilt the Playing Field Toward Decarbonization by
Establishing a ZEV Mandate for MHDVs
Facilitate greater investment certainty by requiring new vehicles to be ZEVs, with
clarity on the classes that fall under the requirement and interim and full target
timelines. Setting zero-emission sales mandates allows flexibility in how the private
sector meets the requirement while ensuring a decline in emissions over time.

Why?
MHDV fleet operators are actively working to advance electrification because it is cost-effective
from a total-cost-of-ownership perspective. However, a market lag exists with a lack of near-term
vehicle availability in some classes and no availability (or no cost-effective availability) in other
classes. Regulation is needed to provide market certainty for OEMs and fleets alike and to ensure
timely and widespread electrification of MHDVs while supporting local opportunities throughout
the supply chain.
Utilities and their system planners are currently hesitant to plan and build their electricity supply
and distribution grids for MHDV electrification. Fleet electrification is not seen as a given for
fleets with a strong business case, and even less so for long-haul fleets where there is uncertainty
around whether electricity will come from on-board batteries, overhead catenaries, or hydrogen
fuel cells. Establishing a ZEV mandate provides certainty about the scale and timing of MHDV
adoption, enabling utilities to plan accordingly.

Call to Action: The federal and provincial governments must set ZEV sales
mandates for MHDVs.
The federal government must follow through on its commitment to set a ZEV sales mandate for
MHDVs. Provincial governments must set provincial mandates to reinforce federal efforts and
guarantee provincial requirements and vehicle supply, even if federal policy changes.

Goal:
This catalyst aims to:
• Level the playing field by requiring—not simply encouraging—decarbonization so that
early movers are not disadvantaged in the transition.
• Ensure MHDV vehicle supply matches industry demand.
• Enable utilities to plan for near-term, large-scale MHDV electricity demand.
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Spotlight: Setting sights on zero-emission MHDV transportation
In Canada, there are no requirements for MHDV transportation, but there are important
policies in the works. The federal Emission Reductions Plan outlined its intention to require
35% of total MHDV sales to be zero emission by 2030 and 100% by 2040 for a subset of
vehicle types (Environment and Climate Change Canada, 2022a). The federal government
also signed the Global Memorandum of Understanding on Zero-Emission Medium- and
Heavy-Duty Vehicles, targeting 100% of new sales for zero-emission medium- and heavyduty buses and trucks by 2040 (CALSTART, 2022). B.C.’s CleanBC Roadmap to 2030
committed to setting new standards for MHDVs that are aligned with leading jurisdictions
(Government of British Columbia, 2021). Quebec has also outlined plans to set an MHDV
target in its 2030 Green Economy Plan (Gouvernement du Québec, 2020).
The federal, B.C., and Quebec governments have all noted that they looked to the leading
jurisdiction in North America for guidance: California and its Advanced Clean Truck (ACT)
regulation. The ACT regulation aims to develop strategies to achieve 100% ZEV short-haul
and drayage trucks by 2035 and a full transition to ZEV buses and heavy-duty long-haul
trucks by 2045, where feasible. This regulation, the first of its kind, requires manufacturers
to sell between 5% and 9% of heavy-duty ZEVs beginning in 2024, depending on the class
and up to between 30% and 50% by 2030. For 2035 and beyond, ZEVs as a percentage of
annual sales must be a minimum of 40% to 75% (California Air Resources Board, 2021).

2.4 Finance Fleet Electrification by Crowding in Private
Investment
Channel interest in private investment through innovative public–private–Indigenous
approaches to finance fleet electrification and charging.

Why?
Electric vehicles require additional upfront capital compared to ICE vehicles and have
different returns on investment and risks. Many MHDV fleets have a strong business case for
electrification, making this sector one of the most cost-effective for electrification. However, fleet
operators are sometimes encountering the limited availability of financing for this new business
case, slowing the pace and scale of fleet turnover and charging infrastructure installation. Public–
private collaboration can design innovative deals to support electrification while mitigating risk.
Innovative products are especially needed in niche sectors with more challenging business cases,
such as public charging, small fleets, and niche MHDV classes.
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Call to Action: Develop innovative public–private financing initiatives for high
capital expense vehicles, niche vehicle classes, and charging infrastructure.
Public and private financial institutions must develop financing initiatives and products to fund
MHDV electrification. These initiatives should convene actors and launch new financial products.
Convening public, private, and Indigenous partners can support the co-development of new
financial products to use public funds to mitigate some—but not all—project risk. This type
of public investment, which is exemplified by the Canadian Infrastructure Bank, can leverage
broader, long-term private investment.

Goal:
This catalyst aims to:
• Address upfront capital needs and improve opportunities for available private capital.
• Replace widespread public incentives with targeted incentives for the most challenging
business cases and vehicle classes.
• Enable utilities to plan for near-term, large-scale MHDV electricity demand.

Spotlight: Turnkey fleet electrification services
Fleet electrification is presently cost-effective for many operators, which has led to the
emergence of private actors offering turnkey services in convenient packages to fleet
operators that pair financing with other logistics, such as fleet planning, procurement, and
charging. These companies take on the technology risk from the fleet operators who do not
necessarily have the expertise or capital to transition their fleets.
OPG’s PowerOn offers financing in its turnkey model, outlined in the Align spotlight above.
Other actors are also beginning to offer financial products. For example, 7Gen, a B.C.-based
service provider, offers customers leasing projects that cover charging infrastructure and
EVs for commercial fleet managers, including IKEA Canada (Bulowski, 2022). In addition,
Lion Electric, a Quebec-based electric bus and truck manufacturer, recently launched Lion
Capital Solutions to offer MHDV financing, including leases, and carbon credit monetization
(Lion Capital Solutions, 2022).
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